YUL-GUK

The pen name of Yi I, a philosopher and scholar who was nick-named Confucius of Korea.
(38 movements)
YUL-GOK is the pseudonym of a great philosopher and scholar Yi l (1536-1584) nicknamed the "Confucius of Korea" The 38 movements of this pattern refer to his birthplace on 38 latitude and the diagram represents "scholar".

Walking stance middle palm **hooking** block.

Walking stance middle **front elbow** strike.

L-stance **twin** knifehand block.

X-stance high side backfist strike.

Walking stance high **double forearm** block.

Gunnan so kaunde sonbadak **golcho** makgi.

Gunnan so kaunde **ap palkup** taerigi.

Niunja so **sang** sonkal makgi.

Kyocha so nopunde yop dung joomuk taerigi.

Gunnan so nopunde **doo palmok** makgi.  
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